We introduce an unified approach to states of matter (solid, liquid and gas) and describe the thermodynamics of the pressure-temperature phase diagram in terms of phonon excitations. We derive the effective Hamiltonian with low-energy cutoff in two transverse phonon polarisations (phononic band gaps) by breaking the symmetry in phonon interactions. Further, we construct the statistical mechanics of states of aggregation employing the Debye approximation. The introduced formalism covers the Debye theory of solids, the phonon theory of liquids, and thermodynamic limits such as the Delong-Petit thermodynamic limit (cV = 3kB), the ideal gas limit (cV = 3 2 kB) and the new thermodynamic limit (cV = 2kB), dubbed here the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit. We discuss the phonon propagation and localisation effects in liquids above and below the Frenkel line, and explain the "fast sound" phenomenon. As a test for our theory we calculate velocity-velocity autocorrelation and pair distribution functions within the Green-Kubo formalism. We show the consistency between dynamics of phonons and pair correlations in the framework of the unified approach. New directions towards advancements in phononic band gaps engineering, hypersound manipulation technologies and exploration of exotic behaviour of fluids relevant to geo-and planetary sciences are discussed. The presented results are equally important both for practical implications and for fundamental research.
INTRODUCTION
Natural sciences in general are based primarily on experiment, and, what is more, on quantitative experiment. However, no series experiments can constitute a theory until a rigorous logical relationship is established between them. Theory not only allows us to systematize the available experimental results, but also makes it possible to predict new facts which can be experimentally verified [1] . Statistical mechanics is very prominent part of theoretical physics. It forms a separate field which includes the theory of phase transitions and is closely related with the more mathematical ergodic theory and some parts of probability theory. In the annals of statistical mechanics, the last century and recent decades mark a very vibrant epoch [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Statistical mechanics is the art of predicting the behavior of a system with a large number of degrees of freedom, given the laws governing its microscopic behavior. The statistical description of liquids, in comparison with the solid and gas phases, was incomplete for a long time [20] . Due to the simultaneous presence of strong interactions and large atomic displacements, common models and approximations used for gases and solids, do not apply to liquids. For this reason, liquids do not generally fall into any simple classication, and have as a result been mostly treated as general many-body systems. Therefore, the problem of formulating a rigorous mathematical description of all basic states of matter such as solids, liquids and gases based on a unified approach has always been regarded as illusive.
In this work, we introduce the phonon Hamiltonian with an interaction part reflecting the fact that interacting phonons can be created or annihilated making materials anharmonic over the heat production. We derive an effective Hamiltonian with two naturally emerged transverse phononic band gaps as a result of symmetry breaking in phonon interactions. The emergence of two transverse phononic gaps in a liquid spectrum rigorously proves the Frenkel's phenomenological microscopic picture about phonon excitations [6] . Further, we construct the statistical mechanics of states of matter existing on the pressure-temperature (P-T) phase diagram (see Fig. (1) ) by employing the Debye approximation. The introduced formalism covers the continuous theory of solids by Debye [3] , the phonon theory of liquids and supercritical fluids, the well-known thermodynamic limits such as the Delong-Petit law (c V = 3k B ) and the ideal gas limit (c V = 3 2 k B ), and we derive the new thermodynamic limit (c V = 2k B ), dubbed here the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit. In the framework of the phonon theory of liquids we discuss the phonon propagation and localisation effects in disordered phases above and below the Frenkel line, and explain the "fast sound" phenomenon. As a test for our theory we calculate velocity-velocity autocorrelation (VACF) and pair distribution functions g(r) in the framework of the linear response Green-Kubo phenomenological formalism. We show the consistency between dynamics (phonon excitations and phononic gaps), structure (pair correlations) and thermodynamics (heat capacity c V ) on the P-T phase diagram (see Fig. (1) ) within the introduced formalism. This point is of prime significance, since the manipulation of phononic band gaps in the so-called phononic crystals [21] is customarily realized through structural engineering. This is of crucial importance to implement heat management, since heat transfer in insulators uses phonons as carriers. In this work, it is shown that the phononic gap manipulation can be achieved even in simplest materials through a suitable tuning of thermodynamic conditions. This reflects into a tuning of the atomic dynamics. Tuning of the atomic dynamics and thermally triggered localization of low-and high-frequency propagating phonon modes are the key factors for the advancement of technologies based on the sound control and manipulation at the terahertz regime. Finally, we outline new directions towards future advancements in the scope of sound control technologies and THz phononic band gaps engineering.
COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS Emergence of transverse phononic gaps
For most cases of interest, dynamics of a complex condensed matter system can be effectively described by collective excitations of quantised lattice vibrations, the so-called phonons. In the most general form the corresponding Hamiltonian can be written as H = H 0 + H int , where H 0 defines a free theory
and the interaction potential H int is of higher order in fields. The coefficientω 2 q here gives the dispersion relation of a phonon and the additional dimensionless prefactor µ will be needed further to identify the states of matter (see Table I ). The hat emphasises that the resulting frequency for longitudinal and transverse modes will be different after symmetry breaking.
Following the construction [22] to describe the major states of matter by a single model we introduce the following Higgs-like potential with a metastable vacuum which leads to spontaneous symmetry breaking
Here, q is a multiindex {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 }, Ω D is the Debye frequency, the parameter µ that takes values 1 or 0, σ, θ ∈ R + are some real non-negative couplings [22] . The collective canonical coordinates Π α k and Q α k are introduced as follows
Here, x α j is space coordinate of an atom of a lattice sitting in a vertex labelled by the multiindex j = (j 1 , j 2 , j 3 ) whose components run j i ∈ (1, N i ). Hence the total number of atoms is N = N 1 N 2 N 3 . The row N = (N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ) gives the maximal size of the lattice in each direction. In addition, L 3 is the size of each lattice cell, i is the imaginary unit (i 2 = −1) and m is the mass of an atom in the lattice. To keep the coordinates x α j real, one imposes the condition Q α q = Q α −q * , where star denotes the complex conjugation. The above construction is the discrete version of the inverse Fourier transform
However, we avoid using the vector notation for multiindex labelling a lattice vertex so as to not to confuse it with a space vector labelled by small Greek indices.
Note, that the model is defined for the canonical collective coordinates Π α q and Q α q that describe dynamics of phonons in the reciprocal space. Hence, although we have started with a lattice of finite spacing L there is still an SO(3) symmetry associated with the collective excitations acting on the small Greek indices
The Hamiltonian is apparently invariant under these transformations for any R ∈ SO(3). Obviously, this transformation acts only on the phonon fields and does not transform the lattice itself.
The kinetic energy is minimal at the static configurationsΠ α q = 0 and minima of the potential
can be found in the standard way by varying along the coordinate
In general, there are six solutions to a six order polynomial. However in this case two roots coincides, and two are negative and hence should be dropped. In total, keeping only non-negative solutions we have
where ω F plays the role of the Frenkel frequency (see Fig. (2) ). The square root in the non-trivial solutions |Q α q | implies that ω F cuts the spectrum of modes and is related to the viscosity and infinite-frequency shear modulus of a liquid. Indeed, using the Maxwell relation τ = η G∞ the Frenkel frequency can be represented as
where η is viscosity, G ∞ is the infinite-frequency shear modulus and τ is the average time between two consecutive atomic jumps at one point in space. This equation is noteworthy since it relates parameters of the potential to measurable variables. Oscillation frequency of excitationsω q in a solid body is bound from above by the Debye frequency ω D . Hence, in the most general case one has ω F ≤ ω D . This implies very different behaviour of modes with the oscillation frequencŷ ω q above and below the Frenkel frequency ω F . Indeed, for modes withω q ≥ ω F one has to keep the solution |Q α q | 0 , and hence phonons propagate over the trivial vacuum with unbroken SO(3) symmetry. As we will see, this corresponds to keeping all three modes, longitudinal and two transverse, in the spectrum.
In contrast, the trivial vacuum appears to be not the true vacuum for modes withω q ≤ ω F . These are allowed to propagate over the vacuum |Q α q | with broken symmetry. This corresponds to removing transverse modes from the spectrum. Hence, we see that symmetry breaking occurs when the frequencyω q crosses the bound ω F . Hamiltonian over the vacuum |Q a q | 0 can be obtained in a trivial way and basically has the same form as the initial one. Consider now excitations of the phonon field around the ground stateQ
For a particularly chosen vacuumQ
where ϕ
2,3
q we call transverse modes and the mode ϕ 1 q we call longitudinal since it becomes naturally separated. The corresponding canonical momenta are denoted by π α q =φ α q . All terms of the order higher than two in fields are collected into the interaction potential V int . A constant term V 0 remains that does not affect the dynamics and can be dropped. In addition we define oscillation frequency ω q as follows
It is important to mention that Ω q = Ω q (ω q ) is continuous at the point ω in the region ω t,t q < ω F where the symmetry is broken. In quantum field theory (QFT) this situation corresponds to having massless excitations in the spectrum. From the point of view of condensed matter physics this implies a dynamical cut-off of transverse modes. In other words, there are no transverse modes with 0 ≤ ω t,t q < ω F . Such behaviour allows reproducing energy spectrum of a gas, a liquid and a solid in a single framework. Referring the reader to [22] for details we repeat here the table with results for completeness.
We note, that thermodynamic limits can be derived in accordance with the equipartition theorem on the classical basis only while the present formalism covers the quantum limit, classical limit for solids (the Dulong-Petit law), rigid liquid regime, the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit, non-rigid fluid regime and the ideal gas thermodynamic limit. In the vicinity of the melting point the heat capacity at constant volume per particle c V of a liquid customarily goes beyond the Dulong-Petit law (c V = 3k B ) and our theory covers it too by incorporating anharmonic effects [23] . All regimes of our theory are summarized in Table I . 
Phase
Coupling constants Normal modes
Ideal Gas
STATISTICAL MECHANICS OF AGGREGATION STATES Debye approximation
The phonon density of states D(ω) describes the number of phonon modes of a selected frequency ω in a given frequency interval and can be presented as
where L and T stand for the longitudinal and transverse phonon polarizations, respectively [1] . In the Einstein approximation the phonon density of states is expressed via the Dirac δ-function [2] , while in the Debye approximation the phonon density of states D(ω) ∼ ω 2 [3] . Here, we approximate the normal vibrations with elastic vibrations of an isotropic continuous body and assume that the number of vibrational modes D(ω)dω having angular frequencies between ω and ω + dω is given by
where c l and c t are the velocities of longitudinal and transverse waves, respectively. The Debye frequency is determined by
where N is the number of atoms [3] . Heat capacity is considered to be one of the most important properties of matter because it holds information about system's degrees of freedom as well as the regime in which the system operates, classical or quantum. Therefore, calculating the partition function Z is the central problem of statistical mechanics. Once the system's partition function has been calculated, its Helmholtz free energy F follows: F = −k B T ln Z. The internal energy E is given by:
. Accordingly, the heat capacity at constant volume per atom is given by:
In general, the velocity of sound propagation depends on the phonon polarization (c l = c t ). Therefore, we employ the Debye approximation
to derive the energy spectra of aggregation states from the effective Hamiltonian (10) . Dropping the arbitrary constant term V 0 and all terms of higher degree in the fields, the effective Hamiltonian takes the following form
and
Thermodynamic limits: regimes and predictions of the theory
In this section we derive the energy spectra of basic states of matter from the effective Hamiltonian (16). Each energy spectrum has an exact analytical expression with no free fitting and adjustable parameters. Starting with the effective Hamiltonian (16) and applying the Debye approximation we construct a generalization of the continuum theory of solids by Debye, the phonon theory of liquids and the supercritical state, and also cover thermodynamic limits: the quantum limit (c V ∝ T 3 ), the Dulong-Petit law (c V = 3k B ), the Frenkel line limit (c V = 2k B ), and the ideal gas thermodynamic limit (c V =
Rigid liquids, cV : 3kB −→ 2kB
Here, we set parameters in the effective Hamiltonian (16) as
where normal modes (1 longitudinal phonon mode: 0 ≤ ω l q ≤ ω D ) and (2 transverse phonon modes:
We calculate the partition function for a harmonic oscillator having an angular frequency ω i
The partition function for a system of identical harmonic oscillators having various frequencies is given by
where oscillators numbered by i. Accordingly, the Helmholtz free energy is given by
where E 0 is the energy of zero-point vibrations. We take into account the effect of thermal expansion which implies The internal energy is given by
which is contrary to the harmonic case. Here, we employ quasi-harmonic Grüneisen approximation (see Anharmonicity section for detail) which leads to
, where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Inserting it into Eq. (24) gives
Hence, the internal energy of rigid liquid can be represented in the final form
where
is the Debye function. Eq. (26) spans both quantum and classical limits which we will discuss in detail below. Heat capacity at constant volume per atom c V can readily be calculated from Eq. (26):
. In the rigid liquid regime c V drops down from about 3k B (Dulong-Petit law value) to approximately 2k B (The Frenkel line thermodynamic limit). we obtain internal energy and heat capacity beyond the Dulong-Petit thermodynamic limit from Eq. (26) (or from Eq. 12, [23] )
In the framework of the harmonic model we yield the Dulong-Petit law from Eq. (26)
or equivalently putting α = 0 in Eq. (28) we obtain
The Frenkel line thermodynamic limit: cV = 2kB
The Frenkel line is the new thermodynamic boundary on the P-T diagram which was recently experimentally evidenced in a deeply supercritical sample through diffraction measurements in a diamond anvil cell [24] .
Approaching the Frenkel line corresponds to the qualitative change of atomic dynamics in a liquid. In rigid/ compressed liquids, atomic motion has a vibrational component of motion about equilibrium positions and diffusive component of motion between adjacent equilibrium positions. As the temperature grows, an atom spends less time oscillating and more time diffusing. Hence, the oscillating component of motion eliminates [25] . That disappearance of oscillatory component of motion corresponds to crossing the Frenkel line: the transition of the substance from the liquid dynamics to the gas dynamics [26] . This crossover takes place when liquid relaxation time τ (τ is liquid relaxation time, the average time between consecutive atomic jumps at one point in space [6] ) approaches its minimal value, the τ D Debye vibration period. At relatively high temperatures we may employ the limit T −→ ∞ which yields D (see Eq. (58)). The viscosity behaviour of most compressed liquids can be described by Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law [23] 
As viscosity approaches its minimal value and the Frenkel frequency ω F becomes comparable to the Debye frequency (4)) Eq. (26) leads to the thermodynamic limit for internal energy
The Frenkel line thermodynamic limit implies that heat capacity at constant volume
whence, the Frenkel line is a smooth and continuous boundary which originates in the neighborhood of the critical point and extends into the supercritical region up to arbitrarily high pressures and temperatures. Strictly speaking, however, c V ≈ 2k B ; not exactly c V = 2k B due to anharmonic effects (α = 0) [28] . Therefore, c V = 2k B is the thermodynamic limit but the boundary (the Frenkel line) is smeared out in its vicinity.
Non-rigid fluids, cV :
In the case of non-rigid fluid regime we set parameters in the effective Hamiltonian (16) as
and only one normal mode exists in the non-rigid fluid regime (1 longitudinal phonon mode:
Hence, the effective Hamiltonian ( see Eq. 16) becomes
FIG. 4: Vibrational potential energy distribution in longitudinal and transverse phonon polarisations in the non-rigid fluid thermodynamic regime. In the longitudinal direction phonons can be excited similarly as in disordered solids and rigid liquids.
In the transverse directions phonons cannot be excited due to ωF = ωD.
When the Frenkel line crossed the solid-like oscillating component of motion [22] , two transverse phonon modes [27] and medium-range order disappear [29, 30] . All that remain is one longitudinal phonon mode, gas-like ballistic motion and short-range order pair correlations. That disappearance, a qualitative change in particle thermodynamics, dynamics and structure corresponds to the thermodynamic [22, 27, 28] , dynamic [22, 26, 27] and structural [29, 30] crossovers at the Frenkel line, respectively.
As temperature T increases in the non-rigid f luid regime and kinetic energy rises, the mean free path l, the average distance between particle collisions, increases. At the Frenkel line where the ballistic regime starts, l is comparable to interatomic separation a. In the limit of high temperature where the particle's kinetic energy is much larger than potential energy, l tends to infinity as in the non-interacting ideal gas limit. Our proposal is that l determines the shortest wavelength of the longitudinal phonon mode that exists in the system, λ, because below this length the motion is purely ballistic and therefore can not be oscillatory, λ = l. On the other hand, the longitudinal phonon excitations with larger wavelength are supported and they represent the excitations existing in the supercritical system [28] .
Then, the energy of non-rigid gas-like supercritical fluid becomes
At the Frenkel line λ = a in harmonic approximation (α = 0) Eq. (37) gives E = 2N k B T and c V =
This corresponds to the crossover of heat capacity at constant volume from the rigid liquid regime [27] to the non-rigid fluid regime [28] , respectively. When λ rises as T increases in the non-rigid fluid regime equation (37) predicts
where c V = 3 2 k B is the ideal gas thermodynamic limit.
Low-T quantum limit: cV ∼T

3
There is no described symmetry breaking in phonon interactions [22] . In case of solids and in the quantum regime in particular we set parameters in the effective Hamiltonian (16) as
all modes are supported (1 longitudinal and 2 transverse 0 ≤ ω l,t,t q ≤ ω D , see Fig. (5) )
Hence, the effective Hamiltonian (see Eq. 16) yields TABLE II: Thermodynamic properties of solid (the Dulong-Petit thermodynamic limit), liquid and gas (ideal gas thermodynamic limit) phases, followed by two regimes in the supercritical region: Rigid Liquid and Non-Rigid Fluid, and the new thermodynamic limit, dubbed the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit. and the Frenkel frequency
reflecting the fact that solids are not able to flow (viscosity η → ∞). Then, it becomes trivial to derive the internal energy and the heat capacity from the partition function ( see Eq. (20)) following the standard procedure in the framework of the Debye model. Alternatively, the analytical expression for the internal energy and the heat capacity for solids can be derived from Eq. (26) which readily gives
covering the classical limit, the Dulong-Petit law, on one hand
and the quantum limit (low temperature regime)
on the other hand.
Ideal gas thermodynamic limit: cV = 3 2 kB The ideal gas model depends on the following assumptions: the molecules of the gas are indistinguishable, small hard spheres. All collisions are elastic and all motion is frictionless, i.e. no energy loss in motion or collision. In case of ideal gas thermodynamic limit we set parameters in the effective Hamiltonian (16) as
and no normal mode exist in the this regime
This leaves only the kinetic term in the above equation giving
. Both longitudinal and transverse phonon modes are non-interacting and massless which corresponds to the ideal gas thermodynamic limit giving
In Table II we summarise the results from above subsections showing the evolution of kinetic energy, potential energy and heat capacity of a system with temperature variations through solid, liquid and gas phases respectively. We will discuss anharmonic effects in detail below.
Anharmonicity
In the harmonic approximation temperature dependence of frequencies is ignored [23] . It may be a good approximation for phonons in solids at either low temperature or in systems with small thermal expansion coefficient α. In liquids, both rigid and non-rigid anharmonicity and associated thermal expansion are large and need to be taken into account ( ∂ω ∂T = 0) [23] . In this case, applying E = k B T 2 ∂ ∂T ln Z to Eq. (20) gives
where E harm and E anharm refer to harmonic and anharmonic energy contribution to internal total energy, respectively. The harmonic energy can be represented in the general form as
where N l and N t is the number of longitudinal and transverse phonon modes, respectively, 0
and ε(ω, T ) is the mean energy of harmonic oscillators having an angular frequency ω
The anharmonic energy can be expressed as
We need to calculate 
Calculating the phonon pressure P ph = − ∂F ∂V T and introducing the above Grüneisen parameter it leads to P ph = γT V (N l + N t ). Then, the bulk modulus due to the negative phonon pressure is B ph = V
We now use the macroscopic definition of γ where γ =
V αB
Cv . Here, B = B 0 + B ph is the total bulk modulus, B 0 is the zero-temperature bulk modulus, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion and C V is the heat capacity at constant volume. For C V we use its harmonic representation where = −α(B 0 + B ph ). For small αT , as can be seen from experiments [31] , this implies B ∝ −T . We note that experimentally, B linearly decreases with T increase at both constant pressure and constant volume [31] . The decrease of B with T increase at constant volume is due to the intrinsic anharmonic effects related to the softening of interatomic potential at large vibrational modes. The decrease of B at constant pressure has an additional contribution from the thermal expansion.
Assuming ω 2 ∝ B 0 + B ph and combining it with (52) we obtain a general analytical expression for internal total energy with account of anharmonic effects
which covers the Debye theory of solids, the phonon theory of liquids, the Dulong-Petit and the Frenkel line thermodynamics limits, respectively.
Phonon propagation and localisation in liquids
Sound generally travels faster in solids and liquids than in gases. In solids, atoms are tied together with bonds, so they can not vibrate independently. The vibrations take the form of collective modes which propagate through the material. Such propagating lattice vibrations can be considered to be sound waves, and their propagation speed is the speed of sound in the material. In liquids, sound can travel within almost the same frequency range as in solids (0 ≤ ω q ≤ ω D,liquid ≈ ω D,solid · (∼ 80%)) towards wave propagation but in two transverse directions at high frequencies only (
see Eqs. (16 and 26).
"Normal" and "fast sound" propagation in liquids
In liquids, due to the existence of transverse phonon energy gaps unusual phenomena associated with sound propagation and localisation of transverse phonon modes may occur at high and low frequencies regimes, respectively. To understand the nature of propagating and localised phonon modes in liquids we consider the effective Hamiltonian (16)
where the first term in Eq. (57) is the contribution from kinetic terms of both longitudinal and transverse phonon polarisations, the second is the potential term from longitudinal phonon excitations and the third one is potential contribution from two transverse phonon polarisations. At low frequencies (0 ≤ ω q ≤ ω F ) transverse phonon modes are confined and, therefore, a sound can travel in the longitudinal direction only. Speed of sound in this low frequency range can be estimated in accordance with the Newton-Laplace equation
where K is the bulk modulus and is the density. At high frequency regime (0 = 2πG∞ η = ω F ≤ ω q ≤ ω D ) the number of supported phonon modes both longitudinal and transverse is comparable to the number of modes in isotropically disordered solid. There is a non-zero stiffness both for volumetric deformations and shear deformations in liquids at high frequencies. Hence, it is possible to generate sound waves with different velocities dependent on the deformation mode. Sound waves generating volumetric deformations (compression) and shear deformations (shearing) are called pressure waves (longitudinal waves) and shear waves (transverse waves), respectively. The sound velocities of these two types of waves propagating in a homogeneous liquid, similarly to a disordered solid, can be estimated as
Water has a second sound, also called "fast sound" [33] , concerning the speed of sound. Over a range of high frequencies (q > 4 nm −1 ) liquid water behaves as though it is a disordered solid and sound travels at about twice its normal speed (∼ 3200 ms −1 ) [34] , similar to the speed of sound in crystalline ice. The fast sound branch arises from the evolution of the "normal" sound mode ( see Eq. (59)) at high frequencies [35] where the restoring force of shear deformations acquires non-vanishing values (due to G ∞ = 0) and longitudinal velocity can be estimated through Eq. (61) . Therefore, the transition of sound propagation in liquid water from normal to fast sound regime is attributed to the transition from low frequency (0 ≤ ω q ≤ ω F ) to high frequency (0 =
which is well consistent with the phonon theory of liquids' picture [27] . Moreover, this prediction was confirmed in inelastic X-ray experiment on deeply supercritical Ar and a compelling evidence for the adiabatic-to-isothermal longitudinal sound propagation transition was provided [37] . Thus, a universal link is established between the positive sound dispersion (PSD) effect and the onset of shear phononic excitations revealing the viscous-to-elastic crossover in liquids and supercritical fluids. The PSD and shear sound propagation evolve consistently with theoretical predictions (see Eq. 57 or [22] ). The simultaneous disappearance of both these effects at elevated temperatures is a manifestation of the Frenkel line, therefore, both can be considered as a universal fingerprint of the dynamic response of a liquid/fluid. As we mentioned previously, liquids behave like isotropically disordered solids in terms of both longitudinal and transverse phonon excitations and have similar structure at elevated frequencies [27, 29, 30] . Liquids sustain medium range order correlations but the translationally invariant symmetry is broken [22] . Therefore, liquids do not have periodicity and the fist and second Brillouin zones are not well defined as a result. The broken translational symmetry due to boundary smearing between Brillouin zones and the transition we described above (see Eqs. (63)-(71)) leads to complete or partial phonon mode mixing at high frequency regime [36, [38] [39] [40] .
Phonon localisation above the Frenkel line on P-T diagram
Phonons are analogous to photons, having energy of ω as quanta of excitation of the lattice vibration mode of angular frequency ω. Since the momentum q is exact, by the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, the position of phonons cannot be determined precisely. Hence, phonons are not localized particles in this sense. However, just like the case with photons or electrons, a fairly localized wave-packet can be constructed by combining modes of slightly In translationally invariant systems phonons are always delocalised meaning that plane-waves easily travel at a given frequency range and localized states appear only near band edges implying that group velocity
In rigid liquid regime the localisation of phonon modes according to VFT law [23] . Therefore, in liquids low-frequency transverse phonon modes are exponentially localised within a given temperature range. By increasing the temperature in a rigid liquid we may observe localisation of phonon states at the higher transverse phonon band edge. The transverse phonon propagation in a rigid liquid will be eliminated by reaching the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit
Phonon localisation below the Frenkel line on P-T diagram
Once a liquid system reached the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit the transverse phonon propagating modes are not supported any more. This is valid both for monatomic and complex liquids. Nevertheless, in complex liquids such as supercritical carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) may occur phonon localisation effects on an intermediate length scale. Supercritical CO 2 below the Frenkel line has a peculiar shell structure where, in the first coordination shell, both carbon and oxygen atoms experience gas-like correlations with short-range order interactions while within the second coordination shell, oxygen atoms essentially exhibit a liquid-like correlations with medium-range order interactions due to localization of transverse-like phonon packets [30] . Atoms inside of the nearest-neighbour heterogeneity shell play a catalytic role due to short-range order correlations, providing a mechanism for diffusion in the supercritical CO 2 on an intermediate length scale [30] .
The emergence of local-order heterogeneities (non-uniformities) and the existence of topologically confined transverse phonon modes (standing plane waves) on an intermediate length scale are closely interrelated. From equation (10) we know that liquids support high-frequency propagating transverse phonon modes but lose this ability progressively as temperature increases extending well into the supercritical region. Oxygen atoms in the second coordination shell define a boundary between propagating and localized (topologically confined sound waves) phonon modes in the supercritical CO 2 [30] , c V : [28] , where c V = 3 2 k B is the ideal gas thermodynamic limit. A 0.6 nm -0.8 nm value is estimated as the length scale for highly localized transverse phonon modes which corresponds to the size of clusters where the phonon packets are localized. Similarly, the propagating lengths of the transverse acoustic modes were determined to be 0.4 nm-1 nm, corresponding to the size of cages formed instantaneously in liquid Ga [41] and liquid Sn [42] . Thus, the supercritical state is also amenable to supporting non-propagating (localised) transverse phonon excitations on an intermediate length scale.
EQUIVALENT APPROACHES TO LIQUID ENERGY
A rigorous mathematical description of liquid thermodynamics has always been regarded as much more difficult than that of the kinetic theory of gases or collective displacements of crystalline solids [1] . It is now known that liquids do not have a simple interpolated status between a gas and a solid phases, nevertheless, similarities to the properties of both adjacent phases can certainly be observed [32] . The coefficients of self-diffusion of liquids (10 −5 cm 2 s −1 ) and solids (10 −9 cm 2 s −1 ) are orders of magnitude below those of gases. Viscosities of fluids and gases are some 13 orders of magnitude lower than those of solids, which we may easily understand in terms of momentum exchange. In terms of vibrational states, liquids differ from solids because they cannot support static shear stress (G 0 = 0). However, liquids support shear stress at high frequencies (G ∞ = 0). Flow in a solid arises primarily from rupturing of bonds and the propagation of dislocations and imperfections. In a liquid, flow is characterized by both configurational and kinetic processes, whilst in a gas the flow is understood purely in terms of kinetic transport. In this very limited sense, liquids may have a minor partial interpolated status between gases and solids [32] .
Dynamic approach based on contributions from phonon excitations
Above the Frenkel line on the P-T diagram
Here, we recall the analytical expression for the liquid energy derived earlier (see Eq. (26))
Below the Frenkel line on the P-T diagram
Analogously, we represent the formula for liquid energy below the Frenkel line on the pressure-temperature diagram recalling the analytical expression (see Eq. (37))
The comparison of both dynamic (Eqs. (67)- (68)) and structural (Eq. (69)) approaches to liquid energy we discuss below.
Structural approach based on contributions from pair correlations
Alternatively, internal energy E of a system can be calculated by computing the pair distribution function g(r). Here, we consider the spherical shell of volume 4πr 2 δr which contains 4π g(r)δr particles, where = N V is the number density. If the pair potential at a distance r has a value v(r), the internal energy of interaction between the particles in the shell and the central particle is 4πr 2 g(r)v(r)δr. The total energy of N interacting particle is given as
and the pair distribution function g(r) can be expressed through the static structure factor S(q)
which can be measured in diffraction experiments. In general, both dynamic (based on phonon contributions, see Eqs. (67)- (68)) and structural (based on contributions from pair correlations, see Eq. (69)) approaches to internal energy and heat capacity can be considered as equivalent. However, these approaches operate differently considering specific thermodynamic limits. Regarding solids, approaching the quantum limit at low temperatures the dynamic approach easily accounts for quantized portions of energy and predicts low-T thermodynamic regime for solids (c V ∼ T 3 )( for detail see subsection Low-T quantum limit). In contrast, the structural approach has a limitation describing solids at low temperatures. Even, in case of weak interactions the second term in Eq. (69) occurs negligible and the minimum achievable heat capacity
2 k B reaching the ideal gas thermodynamic limit only, far beyond the quantum limit though. Nevertheless, both dynamic and structural approaches are interconnected over a wide range of pressure and temperature on the phase diagram (see Table III ) and it can also be observed through calculation the Green-Kubo transport coefficients.
GREEN-KUBO RELATIONS
Green and Kubo showed [43, 44] that phenomenological coefficients like self-diffusion coefficient, thermal conductivity and shear viscosity could be written as integrals over a time-correlation function in thermal equilibrium. Lars Onsager stated in his regression hypothesis [45] that fluctuations are present in every equilibrated system. Dissipation of fluctuations has the same origin as the relaxation toward equilibrium once the system is out of equilibrium due to an external force. Both the dissipation and the relaxation time scales are determined by the same transport coefficients.
In the standard linear response theory for a system subject to an external field, the Green-Kubo formula for a linear response coefficient can be expressed in terms of time-and/or distance dependant correlation function. Let us consider time-dependant
and distant-dependant
correlation functions, where represents the average over initial conditions. Function Eq. (71) is not a function of time but the function of the shift in time or correlation time. The same is applicable also to correlations in space (see Eq. (72)), instead of time.
Vibrational spectrum for a system can be calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the correlation function, C(τ ) that transfers the information on the correlations along the atomic trajectories from time to frequency frame of reference
where C(τ ) is the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function for an ensemble of N particles
Therefore, the vibrational spectrum of a system
On the other hand, the structural spectrum can be measured in neutron and X-ray scattering experiments
because of Eq. (70) and f (q) is the form factor. In general, combining results from Eqs. (75) and (77) one may write mathematically repeating the reconstruction of experimental measurement procedure. Hence, both vibrational and structural correlations can be studied independently in temporal and spatial domains, respectively. As dynamic and structural approaches are interlinked and complementary, change in structure with temperature variations leads to change in dynamics and vice versa, which is consequence of the equation below
therefore, dynamic (phonon approach) and structural (pair correlations approach) properties in condensed phases change consistently with temperature variations. Below we test this general statement studying evolution of correlation functions within the Green-Kubo phenomenological transport coefficients formalism. To calculate these correlation functions, we have used LAMMPS simulation code to run a Lennard-Jones (LJ, /k B =119.8 K, σ=3.405) fluid fitted to Ar properties [46] with 32678 atoms in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble.
Velocity-velocity autocorrelation function: temporal correlations
An explicit calculation of the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) and of its frequency spectrum for liquid Argon in particular has been well studied [47] [48] [49] [50] . If the velocity vector for a system of atoms is v(t), then the velocity autocorrelation can be written as
and D ∝ C(t), where D is the diffusion constant. In a liquid the VACF is not a simple exponential but has a negative part as its characteristic feature. The decay of the correlation function, in a liquid in particular, reflects the decay in the correlations in atomic motion along the trajectories of the atoms, not in the amplitude. C(t) has the long time tail which can be explained as a collective dynamic effect: part of the momentum of a particle is stored in a microscopic vortex that dies off very slowly [51] . If the motion of the atoms tends to an oscillatory pattern, the VACF will characterize the ossilations because the velocity of the atoms will self-correlate in a periodic fashion. Similarly, if the velocity of atoms tends to one direction, then the VACF will gradually grow in magnitude characterizing the diffusion of the atoms. In Fig. (6) we plot the evolution of VACF with temperature variations at fixed pressure for liquid Ar and evidence the dynamic crossover: the continuous transition from oscillatory to ballistic-collisional motion respectively [26] . 
Pair distribution function: spatial correlations
Distant-dependant correlation function C( r), see Eq. (72), can be expressed as (also see [52] )
For isotropic system g(r) can be averaged over angles by calculating an average number of particles at distances r and r + ∆r
In Fig. (7) we show the evolution of g(r) with temperature variations at fixed pressure for liquid Ar and evidence of the structural crossover: the continuous transition from medium-range order pair correlation to short-range order pair correlation respectively [29, 30] . The structural crossover in the supercritical state is the new effect (see Fig. 7 ), in view of the currently perceived physical homogeneity of the supercritical state. Here, we show that a liquid Ar undergoes a structural crossover which corresponds to the qualitative change of atomic structure, the transition of the substance from the "rigid" liquid structure (pair correlations presented at an intermediate length scale) to the "non-rigid" fluid structure ((pair correlations preserved at a short length scale only). It is noteworthy, that any approach what bears a "small parameter" and makes it possible to expand the internal energy of the system into the series such as virial expansion, cluster expansion, Meyer expansion, Percus-Yevick approach and hard-sphere model is only capable of explaining weakly interacting systems [7] . However, all these approaches fail in describing the systems with strong interactions like rigid/compressed liquids. Hence, these approaches are unable to predict and describe the structural crossover in the supercritical state [24, 29, 30] .
We now address the origin of the structural crossover (see Fig. 7 ), and relate this origin to the changes of both dynamics (see Fig. 6 ) and thermodynamics (see Tables II-III) of the liquid matter. Indeed, g(r) peaks (their heights and positions) on both sides of the structural crossover change differently with temperature increase. In the rigid liquid regime, g(r) peaks decrease rapidly due to the exponential decrease of the relaxation time (also see [29] ). In the non-rigid fluid regime where the oscillatory component of motion (see Fig. 6 ) and the medium-range order pair correlations are no longer present (see Fig. 7 ), pair correlations are less sensitive to temperature increase because the dynamics is already randomized by ballistic motions as in a gas meaning that the system reached the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit c V = 2k B . This picture supports the relationship between the structure, dynamics and thermodynamics and its consistent temperature evolution over a wide range of temperature and pressure on the phase diagram (also see Tables II-III) .
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The interatomic interactions in a liquid are strong, and therefore firmly affect calculations of its thermodynamic properties. At the same time, liquids, occupy an interesting intermediate state with a combination of strong interactions and cohesive state as in solids and large flow-enabling particle displacements as in gases, the calculation of liquid energy in particular requires the explicit knowledge of the interactions. For this reason, it is argued that no general expressions for liquid energy can be obtained, in contrast to gases and solids [1] . An apt summary of this state of affairs, attributed to Landau, is that liquids "have no small parameter." Perhaps for this reason, liquid energy and heat capacity have not, or barely, been mentioned in statistical physics textbooks as well as books dedicated to liquids [53] [54] [55] [56] . This is believed have precluded the calculation of thermodynamic properties of liquids in general form. Nevertheless, in the last few decades a great amount of activity has taken place in the field of statistical mechanics of disordered materials and liquids in particular. This activity was mainly originated by the development of various theories and novel experiments with which the predictions of these theories could be tested. One of the most outstanding examples of these theories are the mode-coupling theory (MCT) [57, 58] and the fundamental-measure theory by Rosenfeld and Tarazona which gives a unified analytical description of classical bulk solids and fluids [59] , and describe scaling in fluids [60] .
In this work, we propose an unified approach to states of aggregation existing on the P-T phase diagram: solid, liquid and gas phases. We derive the effective Hamiltonian with low-energy cutoff in two transverse phononic polarisations as a result of symmetry breaking in phonon interactions. This result rigorously proves the Frenkel's intuitive microscopic picture about phonon excitations in condensed bodies [6] on the fundamental basis. Further, we construct the statistical mechanics of states of aggregation existing on the P-T phase diagram by employing the Debye approximation. The introduced formalism also covers the well-known thermodynamic limits such as the Delong-Petit thermodynamic limit (c V = 3k B ) and the ideal gas limit (c V = 3 2 k B ). In the framework of the proposed formalism we derive the new thermodynamic limit c V = 2k B , dubbed here the Frenkel line thermodynamic limit. In the framework of the phonon theory of liquids [27] , which we derive from the effective Hamiltonian (16), we discuss the phonon propagation and localisation effects in liquids above and below the Frenkel line, and explain the "fast sound" phenomenon. As a test for our theory we calculate velocity-velocity autocorrelation and pair distribution functions using the linear response phenomenological formalism (introduced by Green and Kubo). As a result, we show the consistency between dynamics, structure and thermodynamics on the P-T phase diagram in the framework of the introduced unified approach. In particular, we prove that dynamic, structure and thermodynamics evolve consistently upon crossing the Frenkel line. The existence of the Frenkel line (can be predicted from Eq. (16)) is important for studies fluids under extreme conditions of pressure and temperature. Recently, it was shown that in Jupiter and Saturn, supercritical molecular hydrogen undergoes a smooth dynamic transition around 10 GPa and 3000 K from the rigid liquid regime to the non-rigid fluid regime upon crossing the Frenkel line [61] . The continuous transition is accompanied by qualitative changes of all major physical properties. The implication of that work provides a physically justified way to demarcate the interior and the atmosphere in gas giants [61] . A similar work was done on supercritical carbon dioxide providing a compelling evidence for a structural crossover [29] in the supercritical state [30] . An intriguing question whether Venus may have had CO 2 oceans was raised urging experimental groups for the verification of the proposed hypothesis [30] .
From Eq. (16) we derive the phonon theory of liquid thermodynamics [27] (in the rigid liquid regime section) which has successfully been applied to calculating various thermodynamic properties in nonofluidics [62] and at solid/liquid interfaces [63, 64] by other research groups. Phononic band gaps manipulation (see the last term in Eq. (16)) is perhaps the most obvious application in a scope of sound control technologies. Sound is immensely valuable in our daily lives for communication and information transfer. The existence of liquid structures with complete phononic band gaps has obvious applications. For example, a phononic crystals immersed in a liquid or aqueous solution will reflect incoming sound waves with frequencies within the gap and can therefore be used as an acoustic insulator. Moreover, the introduction of defects within hybrid structures (dissolved nano-clusters in liquids) allows sound waves with frequencies in the band gap to be trapped near a point-like defects and/or guided along linear defects. Therefore, we expect that the reported results in this work will advance technologies based on the THz phononic band gaps control.
